Welcome to the autumn newsletter. As the covid lockdown rules begin to be
relaxed many of are now feeling it is safe to venture out again with friends. The
remaining restrictions of course mean that we still have to gather in small groups
of no more than six and observe social distancing. Sharing transport is also
difficult. However, in spite of this it has been possible to reopen the huts to
members and guests according to BMC and Government guidelines. The details
are included later. The hut Wardens deserve a big thank you for making this
possible. Cae Ysgubor has been improved by the addition of a canopy at the rear
by a team lead by Nigel Lyle, again thank you.

Thanks to everyone who has contributed to this edition, maybe it will inspire
more of you to follow suit now we are all more active. Enjoy the hills and share
the experience. --- Bernard.

As per an earlier email from the
Chairman, our huts are now open
for the use of all members and
their guests. Demand has so far
been very good, but
unfortunately use is subject to a
change in the rules due to the
dreaded new C word. The new
normal is as follows:














You must book prior to
visiting the huts - do not turn up
on spec - you will not be allowed
in.

Hut availability can be
checked via the hut booking calendar at https://lancsmc.org/lmc/huts/
Bookings are to be made by sending an email to hut-booking@lancsmc.org - attaching the
relevant form.
The huts will only be available to book Thursday night to Sunday day. Please leave on Sunday
- we need 72hrs between visits - this helps the virus disappear
The Loft will have a capacity of up to 4 people from the same household
Cae Ysgubor will have a capacity of up to 4 from the same household per room. We have
designated 3 separate rooms. So up to 12 people
Sign in - everybody has to sign in the hut log book- please add your mobile number
Do not turn up if you are symptomatic with Covid19 - cancel your booking
If upon return from the hut you contract Covid19 - please inform the hut booking secretary
at hut-booking@lancsmc.org via email immediately
Please ensure that you read through the compliance documents and understand the cleaning
required
Please treat it as though you are camping - bring your own mats, pillows & tea cloths
Campervans will be able to stay at Cae Ysgubor - only if you can be self-sufficient - so no
using the toilets inside the building or kitchen area
Please read through the attached compliance documents, including the appendix and sign the
relevant document when booking. You use the huts at entirely your own risk - we hope the
measures we've put in place reduce the risk to you and your family of contracting Covid19 but we cannot completely mitigate them.

Please follow the current Government Guidelines. Remember these are country specific - Wales have
differing guidelines from England.
Please remember that the Government Guidelines change - so please ensure that you know the
latest guidelines for the relevant country you are visiting.
To book the Loft use the following form:
https://lancsmc.org/lmc/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/LMC_LOFT_Covid_Compliance_FormFillable.pdf

To book Cae Ysgubor use the following form:
https://lancsmc.org/lmc/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/LMC_CY_Covid_Compliance_Form-fillable.pdf
The appendix can be found here;
https://lancsmc.org/lmc/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/LMC-Covid-Appendix-1-2.pdf
If you have any questions at all then please do not hesitate to contact the Chairman David Toon or the
Hut Booking Secretary Dave Sudell - hut-bookings@lancsmc.org
Thank You,

Dave Sudell (Booking Sec.)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Loft Reopens
The LMC Lakes hut, The Loft, has recently been reopened to members after the COVID restrictions
have been eased.
It’s a great hut in a fantastic location and has recently been fitted with a new gas oven and fire.
Its use is restricted to family groups/support bubble and individual members, as per current
government guidance. This is due to the internal hut layout not being compatible with safe social
distancing. The Loft is available to members as mentioned above on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights. To date there’s only 3 weekends not booked until the end of October.
The BMC guidance can be found at:
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AkA9rTBDwyzlk0kjeDmYnwb1qHgC?e=aA2hsX
For members that may never have used The
Loft previously, it costs only £5 per person per
night, compared to the nearby National Trust
campsite which costs £16 per person night!
To pre-book The Loft, please check the
availability on the LMC’s webpage, complete
the booking requests and forward to the
attached links:
And forward them to:

hut-booking@lancsmc.org
Thanks,
Jon Ellis (Hut Warden)

====-----=====-----=====-----=====-----=====-----=====-----=====-----=====-----

Ingleborough Path Repairs—Mary Ledwick
Most of you will be familiar with the steep path off
Ingleborough towards Chapel-le-Dale. Apparently it’s
closed for renovations which I understand are being
carried out by Debbie Johnson’s company. Some of you
may recall using that route last time we did the Dales
High Way. At the moment the plan is to do the Dales
High Way next spring/summer, virus permitting, when we
should be able to try out the new path. For those who
are interested the information is here
https://www.daleshighway.co.uk/ and here
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-york-northyorkshire-53531189

Lockdown Ramblings – Neil Thompson
This Summer has been a fine adventure for those bold enough to plough on regardless, and
tedious in the extreme for the cautious. I know people who, to date, haven't left their house
since March. That might be a bit extreme. I took the decision to continue working, chopping
trees and trimming hedges, as this was well within the "can do" list of permitted jobs and why
not. I'm also blessed with a fanatical pal, Allan Whitaker, whose irrepressible enthusiasm for
climbing means he's endlessly trying to drag me out, avoiding bolts if possible. As such Allan
hauled me away from work onto Willersley in Matlock recently, forcing me to lead a few old
routes I haven't been on for years. I was even dragged up GangueGrooves which was straight
forward climbing on what I consider thin kit. I don't think most people agree but it seemed
poor to me until we got 1/3 up. It was also refreshing to escape to Stanage on another
weekday with barely a soul in sight, perhaps not so empty now but the sense of escape and
normality was very welcome. It's easy in these times to stay home but I'd miss the wildlife,
the birds, the orchids, all the little things that raise morale and remind us we're alive. Of
course we don't need to climb to enjoy all these pleasures but wildlife havens like Intake
quarry Wirksworth are a real pleasure and the day we ventured there recently we were
entirely alone, all you could hear were birds. That's not bad for an old grotty bolted quarry.
Everyone has a different take on risk and what's reasonable currently but it's good to be
dragged out away from work and it's a welcome grand escape. Everyone should also have a
fanatical pal like Allan. I keep telling him LMC is full of fanatics but he's yet to join.
Must go, there's work to attend to, most of you won't remember that. Mutter,mutter.
Enjoy yourselves.
Ps. Lovely clean windows at the Welsh hut now thanks to JC and Emma, I can gaze at the new
canopy with awe. 😎

“Ramblings”--

from the President.

When the NLE asks you for a contribution you need to jump to it!
However he was very vague on what I should include – suggesting that ramblings could be
taken several ways. Here goes!!
So what have we all been up to in the last few months? Plenty of extra gardening, cycling and
running for those wanting to keep fit and a lot less group activities. What is surprising are the
little gems you can find literally on your doorstep.
No ski trips, ice climbing. Spanish Costa rock climbing or Wasdale Meet. Both huts were shut
down for 4 months but have now re-opened with strict limits on numbers (bookings only).
It has been a chance to re-visit old trips via Zoom. One suggestion was that virtual
walks/climbs from your armchair could be the future (beats Garlic Bread!). I can’t say I agree
– a big part of my days out has been the crac back in the hut/pub. You can’t get that on Zoom!
The Zoom season has been well frequented and we have been diving in the Channel looking
for submarines, re-living several big trips and the one I enjoyed the most Roger Gr’s trip round
N. Wales’ derelict quarries and slate mines.
Wednesday Wanderers are back in operation – though car sharing is being discouraged. Quite
a few regulars are from North West areas which are under new lockdown rules.
Bernard suggested I might want to comment on the UK’s standing in European ratings. Well I
know Blackburn aren’t in any UEFA competition but I was reminded of another competition.
It was probably in 1970 that England lost to Germany in the World Cup. Don Whillans was on
an Everest Expedition and a German member announced that Germany had just beaten
England and “that this was your National Game.” “Aye” said Don “but we’ve beaten you twice
at yours!” The expedition fell apart shortly afterwards.
Seems that we may have beaten the whole of Europe again – a resounding win in the COVID
19 results. Not an outcome that we would wish for.
Chris Walker

A Tale of Two Bothies. ---- Dave MacGregor
After five days with the Bothy Loons, I needed a spot of solitary and a fresh challenge: also to give the
old bike a proper outing like to Taigh Seumus a’ Ghlinne Bothy up Glenduror, in amongst the pines,
but delayed by a cuppa tea at Jim’s meant I arrived at the road end in the gloaming: by the time the
bike was loaded with kit, vitals and half a bag of coal, it was dark and then the rain began!

Distances in the dark are always confusing and with a map so old that it still showed the Ballachulish
Ferry, I blundered back and forth, up and down hill for far too long on bike and even on foot before
the low silhouette of a corrugated-iron roof appeared out of the mist ahead. Wet and by now very
tired and very hungry, it was a
relief to get out of the rain, strip
off only to discover not only was I
apparently not wearing socks, but
there were no spare dry ones
either! Luckily, the steel-plate
Dowling stove loaded with coal
was soon putting warmth in me
with the ancient soot blackened
billy bubbling away on top.
Though quite bare and basic
inside, it was thankfully draughtfree. A large throne-like wooden
chair provided comfort and the
wind outside, a kind of musical
accompaniment as the tin roof
vibrated under the impact or wind and rain – I slept like a very dead log that night.

Morning came, but slowly and dimly. Outside, snow covered the surrounding hills and peaks, but the
clouds soon rolled in bringing yet more rain limiting exploration to the local area. Finally, the time
came, dry warm clothes were shed for part dried ones and with a final cuppa I was away, free-wheeling
down the gleann, seeing at last, the trees for the wood, the swollen burns and the sign posts I’d missed
in the dark!

Will’s Bothy lay further south in the Borders, a day’s drive away. Dedicated and restored in memory
of Will Ramsbottom, scholar and climber by his friends and once maintained by the MBA, it nestles in
the bight of Roughley Burn on a flat below the railway embankment of the disused Waverley Line to
Hawick and Edinburgh - shut by that villain Dr Beeching!

Once again, I arrived in the dark and in the rain and thus began another minor epic of finding a way to
the bothy. No moonlight tonight and no street lamps – this was an empty land of few villages and
houses. One turn off the road north of Newcastleton, an 18C model village, brought me, by the dim

light of the head-torch to railway lines, a shuttered station and a number of wagons – all still and
silent, but nearby was a tempting lengthman’s hut with an empty fireplace. But having come this far,
I was determined to find the bothy. Further south, off Steel Road, I found another route onto the
embankment. Here, I dumped the car at a steel gate and saddled up with the other half-bag of coal.
Progress was painfully slow. Battered by gusts of wind and gusting snow high up on the exposed
embankments, soft snow underfoot and the slight uphill gradient, the sweat soon began to flow. There
was brief relief from the wind in the deep cuttings, but the track ahead curving and disappearing in the
snow flecked, tunnel vision of the headlamp, seemed interminable. Eventually, the track opened out
onto a flat area, once Riccarton Junction, where a community of one hundred people once lived with
workshops, houses and even a school; their only link with the outside world by rail!
To the left I heard the murmur of a burn in spate and further along the track I was lucky to spot a steep
track down. The bothy had to be near now and sure enough, at the bottom in the basin between the
railway embankment and the river, a gable end poked out of the stygian gloom, but there were no
welcoming lights.
The inside was like a fridge as I stripped off and quickly changed into dry socks remembered this time
and everything dry! I remembered the bothy from a visit years before as having lots of furniture and a
cast iron stove in each room: now there was nothing - bare it looked and bare it felt. The coal spluttered,
but never really caught light in the old rusty range – there was no heat there. Only hot food, a quick
lash-up, warmed the inner me before I quickly climbed the steps into the roof space to lie out on cold
bare floorboards – get warm.

In the grey light of the following day, I found the Visitors’ Book and inside a surprise: a report of a
Grand Reunion last October of Messrs Ron Bartle, Dick Philips, Raymond Bottomley and Bernhard
Heath, who in September 1958 had made the first un-assisted crossing of Iceland by bicycle. Bernhard
was of course a founder member of the
MBA and Dick is well known for his
Iceland Ventures. The bad news was
discovering there had been a stove till
recently, but it had gone, probably the
same way as the wheelbarrow once used
for carrying logs in. Apparently, like many
bothies off forest tracks in Kielder and
Galloway, Will’s too was suffering the
attentions of the Neds of Newcastle on
drug and booze fuelled jollies.

It was a bleak house. Breakfast: a billy of
scolding porridge drowned by mugs of tea in the grey, stony gloom of the interior, a cold light filtering
down through the trees - abandoned by the MBA and trashed by the Neds, it’s likely this will be
another bothy lost to us soon.
Will o’ the Gleann.

January 2008.

It was on the ride out I met a lone figure heading for the bothy. He was one of the Will’s Friends and
was in despair; they were all getting old, thinning out and finding it difficult to maintain the bothy:
now the Neds had stripped it bare – what were they to do?
2020: led by an energetic individual, the MBA is once more taking Will’s Bothy on. Hopefully, it will be
there waiting sometime in 2021?

Remembering Brian and Derek – 26th August 2020 –Mary Ledwick
It’s just a year since one of the three members of the LMC who started the Wednesday Walks, Brian
Guilfoyle, was killed in a fall from Sharp Edge on one of our walks. This seemed to be an
appropriate time to do our postponed “Bluebell Walk” through the Winster Valley from Cartmel Fell
church, with lunch at the spot where we have planted trees in memory of Brian and Derek Miler who
organised Wednesday walks for around 12 years. Covid 19 had prevented us from doing this annual
walk in bluebell season.
Storm Francis hit the day before our walk and although the weather was reasonably good on the
Wednesday, there was a fair amount of water to negotiate in the Winster valley and some very
boggy sections. Brian’s daughter and granddaughter were able to join us and we found that the
silver birch, which we planted in his memory in December 2019, was doing well. Unfortunately deer
have taken a bit too much interest in the rowan we planted the previous year in memory of Derek
and we are planning to provide a bit more protection to ensure that it is also able to flourish. We
missed the spectacular displays of English bluebells this year, but did manage to find a few Scottish
bluebells / hare bells.

Derek’s Tree – Mary Ledwick
Apparently roe deer like rowans and unfortunately have taken a particular liking to Derek’s tree. In
order to prevent further damage Dave McGregor has offered to put some protective fencing round
it. I have told him that I will ask if anyone is willing to help with the job. He hasn’t given me a date
yet so I’m not expecting anyone to make a commitment at this stage, but I’m hoping there will be
some willing labourers when the time comes as it will involve knocking stakes into the ground, which
those of you who have been involved in the tree planting events will know is not an easy task.
The good news is that deer aren’t keen on silver birch so Brian’s tree is doing well.

LMC Wednesday walks – coping with Covid –Dave Sudell
Wednesday
22nd
July was the first
WW since lock
down. Can it really
be four months
since the last WW?
The
cunning
plan? Just see who
was game enough
to turn up in the
days of the 'new
normal'. It turned
out to be rather
more than expected with ten members being present. A quick risk assessment
resulted in two social groups of five, with the required spacing, having a lovely walk by
Potters Tarn, Gurnal Dubs, Spirit Mill, Burneside and the bank of the river Kent. A good
nine miles round trip on a mainly fine day with just a rain shower towards the end. The
downside to the new normal being no car sharing and no pub/tea shop. But the WW's
are back in action folks.
The following week’s walk started from Hornby and visited Wray, Wennington,
Tatham, Melling and the south bank of the river Lune. The risk assessment soon
sorted out the seven attendees but didn't take in the depth of the 'puddles' on the river
flood plain. Fortunately, all our knees remained dry during the ten enjoyable miles on
a rather damp day. Next it was to Dunsop Bridge for the glorious twelfth with, can you
believe it twelve members present. A very hot and humid day for a walk up and around
Beatrix Fell. We happened upon a party of gentlemen taking an early lunch, cases of
food and bottles of wine, bags with long pointed implements within and a very friendly
dog. All of them very polite and only too happy to give directions to the top of the moor.
As we topped out, we were confronted with flag wavers awaiting the instruction to set
up the birds. OMG we've just walked through the middle of a shooting party on the
Duchy of Lancaster's land. Look out for us in Hello! or maybe even the Dog & Gun!
The latest jaunt was to Simon's Seat
from Barden Bridge. Another good day
of nine miles which started dry and
ended damp, it is summer remember. In
summary, the WW's are up and running
on a regular basis again. Track and
trace, social distancing, etc. are all being
complied with and so far, so good. As
always come and join us. But not if you
feel at all unwell.

Crossword for LMC

by Sue Furness
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Across:

Down:

1.Where you may get a wish granted if you
don’t touch the sides (5,5)

1, Group of ships-could be fast (5)

6.14. An army officer and a male -in the
Lakes (8,3)

2. Entering (7)
3. Time taken for one earth revolution (4)

8. A Group working together (4)

4. Could be round, deep or make you high
(3)

9. A point used as a fixed surveying station
(4)

5. A glacial lake near Snowdon (6)

10. Level out (7)
12. Wood or a record (3)
13.Who? Fr. (3)
15.16. The largest single drop waterfall in
England (7,5)
19. A variety of limestone (4)
21. Base of ferry to Fleetwood (8)
23.A big river curve near Lancaster (10)

7. ------ Tarn near Brampton – add a g -it’s
what we do with our mouths (6)
11. A harsh bird sound (6)
12. Alliance (of gentlemen?) (6)
14. Bovine vocalisation (3)
17. A small long and narrow boat (5)
18.A game or something to eat (4)
20. A tune or space above the earth (3)

Answers to July Crossword
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Anyone with all the correct answers gets a chance to see their article published
in the next newsletter!!!

Any Captions?

A Family Holiday in 2020 ---

David Toon

We had always ear marked this summer as a chance for another big trip, as Kate was on maternity
leave, Emelia on school holidays & me being flexible with work. As news spread of a global pandemic,
we kept our summer plans fluid. Our original plan was to travel to Norway maybe through Sweden or
through Norway itself, to visit the sport climbing mecca of Flatanger.
We predominately sport climb now as we have 3 children – Emelia (6), Theo
(3) & Neve (1 on this trip!), we tend to get more done, we can climb as a
family and not rely on someone else belaying. We nearly booked a one way
ferry to Santander 3 weeks before leaving with the plan to drive from Spain
back through France, Germany then home, but as Spain’s infection rates
increased, surrounding the first area we had thought about visiting, we
decided to abort this plan. So we booked a return ferry to France as we
thought this would have more flexibility to hop borders if infection rates
increased in a specific country.
Ferry travelling in 2020

Our rough plan was to spend 3 weeks in France, a week in Italy then 2 weeks
in Germany.

We had talked to friends about locations which are good with kids in the summer for sport climbing.
This is a hard combination – North facing, flattish bottom and ideally not a massive walk in, ideally
with trees for a hammock!
We arrived in France and headed for Le Balme De Yenne, between Savoie and Ain, a recommendation
by a friend with a couple of kids. It is a huge cliff with colos (tufas) and an enormous cave. We had a
rather rude awakening, the warm up (7a) was pretty tough and the neighbouring route next to it was
pretty intense too (7b). I fell off the on sight and had to redpoint it (meaning to climb after practice –
which is the norm for hard sport climbing). As the clips were in on an 8a I had a belay from a fellow
German climber to see what the moves were like, this route felt tough and had some very long moves
in it so I decided to do other routes instead. I aspired to tick at least one 8a on this trip.
Our climbing would follow the general pattern of 2 days climbing and 1-day rest.
The kids could then play in the campsite pool (a must), and waterpark! Logistics
for the crag were; I tended to carry all the equipment, hammock, tablet and on
this trip it meant carrying 30 quickdraws and occasionally 2 ropes (70m and
80m), as Kate and I might be doing separate routes. Kate then has the food,
water, kids’ spare clothes, nappy changing, climbing harness, our rug. Emelia
and Theo have a toy bag each which is sized for their relative height, and then
we have a set of plastic trucks which they enjoy playing with. Usually we setup
in a single area, either underneath the crag or away from the crag depending on
how steep or number of people in attendance. We usually got to a crag at about
10am and left between 4pm and 5pm. Over the years we have learnt that when
they want to go, we tend to go. Theo and Emelia play out and we give them
certain boundaries at the crags, all the kids have been at crags since they were Camping necessities
6 weeks old so are pretty good. Usually after 2pm they start getting bored just
playing so the tablet usually keeps them entertained, especially if Kate or I are redpointing a route.
Neve our youngest who is just toddling would be strapped to the belayers back – we have done this

with all the kids. Usually they just end up sleeping, with Neve we can get 3 transfers – so 3 routes
done before she wakes up.
We spent a week climbing at Le Balme De Yenne. Our pick of the routes were Cathédrale (7b+). I fell
agonisingly from the last move on my first redpoint of this route, and Berhault (7b+). They were both
long routes of 30m+. We watched one of the local climbers, Mathieu Bouyoud climb a potentially
new route up the huge cave. On the last day we had pizza and watched a water snake eat a fish by
the side of the lake at the campsite!
As this week wasn’t hot enough for us, we moved
on to Provence, to the sport climbing mecca of St
Leger which sits in a valley below Mont Ventoux.
With temperatures in the mid 30s we were
restricted to climbing on the North buttress. The
other main sector has amazing lines on it and we’ll
definitely be going back for them in cooler
Mathieu Bouyoud
temperatures. We found a beautiful campsite
with a pool- Le Castors (beaver in French) – we
failed to see any beavers. It had communal toys for the children, scooters and even a BMX ramp area
with a bike (flat tyres) and a beautiful restaurant. The kids loved playing in the sand pit and exploring.
The North buttress offered some more amazing lines – I managed to tick a 7c xxx on the first day. I
tried another 8a but the crux was hard to read and it was a little too hot to hold some of the holds.
Route highlights where Les Clowns (7c), again I fell off the last move on my first redpoint which was
tough after 30 metres of climbing, and Macadam Cow-boy (7a)!
This week saw the first of our breakages. My
Thermarest foam had decided to separate, giving a big
air bubble. Kate had forgotten that I needed a new
one. As we sat in the beautiful river that became our
daily bath after climbing I urged that we should leave,
as my back wasn’t coping very well with sleeping on
the floor. We rushed off to Buis-les-Baronnies, a
beautiful town. I missed the sign on the front of
Baronnies Sport saying only 5 people or 1 family
allowed in and looked for a sleeping mat. I sourced a
thick Husky sleeping mat and became everyone’s best
friend in the tent!

Our daily bath!

We had a beautiful rest day in Baronnies looking
around the market and enjoying a nice lunch at one of the restaurants –
confined under a canopy we got gradually hotter and hotter, until we cooked!
Another visit to Baronnies Sport was in order this week too as Emelia’s sandals
had decided to break!

On the final climbing day, we had a short day, and decided to walk down the beautiful river of
Toulourenc. Emelia especially loved swimming and wading through the deep plunge pools.

We kept an eye on the Covid infection rates which were starting to rise in France. Though, we had
already decided to move to somewhere a little bit higher for cooler temperatures and to experience
the mountains. We moved on after a week to the
Ecrins which we knew had North facing, kid
friendly sport climbing venues. We decided to
stay at Guillestre as we thought we would climb
at Rue De Masque a bit more than we actually
did! We ticked a couple of routes on the first day,
but it was still quite hot and humid so decided
that
higher altitude crags would be better. We
Emelia climbing at Mont Dauphin
climbed at a different crag each day during the
week we spent here, though we did end up climbing mostly around the L’Argentiere La Bessie area
(where we had originally planned to stop!). Route highlights were Le Grande Arche (7c+) and Cause
Toujours (7b). We had our weekly market fix in Vallouise and drove up to Ailefroide for a wander as I
have fond memories from childhood trips with the LMC. The campsite and whole town seemed
extremely busy – though we didn’t investigate the field where we use to stay.

As infection rates climbed in France, we decided it was time to move on. We’d already spotted in the
“Swiss Extreme South” guidebook a North facing venue in Italy near Lake Como (In Lombardy – yes,
the main area affected by Covid in Italy!) It was called Nibbio – made famous because it was used as
a training ground for Cassin, Bonatti, Messner and Comici. We headed over and searched for a
campsite. Kate had earmarked a camping site 30 mins away from the crag. As we drove towards it
we saw camping Regina which was much closer. We drove in but it seemed a strange place, caravans
with permanent structures attached and some strange looks from the residents. We left unimpressed.
The intended site was even stranger than Camping Regina with rows and rows of tightly packed
caravans with static structures, where was the camping? We travelled back to camping Regina and
stayed for a week – we ended up really enjoying our stay… The residents were super friendly – loving
Neve our youngest. The facilities were by far the best and most well-kept. The owner had chickens
and geese which Emelia & Theo loved looking at, and also meant that we had a plentiful supply of
fresh eggs from the farmer.
As we setup camp the first night, we knew a thunderstorm was brewing as the sky was thick and
heavy! The owner looked at his watch and said maybe an hour. Sure, enough the heavens opened
just as we had finished eating. As the rain and wind increased, the poor ground that we pitched our

tent suddenly gave way, first at the rear of the tent and then at the front. I quickly got out some
waterproofs and started repegging the tent. I briefly stood under our tarp to get some shelter from
the rain, only to realise that I was already wet through, and it was a lost cause trying to keeping dry.
Fortunately, everyone else had stayed dry in the tent. Unfortunately, one of the loops for the peg had
ripped from the front of the tent, though there is a 2nd attachment point, so we just used this instead.
We arrived at Nibbio which is located next to Pian dei Ressinelli – a popular high
town and walking location for the nearby mountains, with little knowledge of
the crag we wondered whether it was good for kids. You drive up 19 tornantes
to get there – which became a popular game in the car every time we went
around them – the 2 eldest kids shouting “Tornante” as we went around them.
As we approached there were signs
saying private property. We turned
the corner and found a massively
impressive crag with benches and
climbing wall holds on a small
buttress. More signs on the crag
saying private property – should we be here, can we climb? This crag was
perfect for kids, big flat bottoms, benches, caves. It even has a secret cabin built
underneath a lean-to boulder against the crag, with stove, coffee, bolt hangars,
bolting equipment. Then to top it off, just hanging outside was a dog lead! We had a brief look on
the internet and read that the land was privately owned. They had asked for 450k Euro’s to allow reequipping. We decided to climb anyhow and play dumb if anybody told us to stop climbing. I set off
up the Ratti which starts off at 6b+ then morphs in to a 7a, then culminates in a 7a+, at 50 metres long
it seemed the thing to do – amazing – though the top pitch isn’t frequented often. The exposure and
feeling were something you don’t often get on sport routes, it felt “trad” style but with bolts. A couple
of locals arrived and started climbing so we were safe to climb – Luca was a super friendly Italian who
spoken tiny bits of English and knew the crag off by heart. He would say where the routes would go.
Every route was a pleasure to climb, a little bit polished because they are popular, but this didn’t
detract from their quality. I had a good first day climbing Superpinceroli – 7c first redpoint.
I’d always had in my mind that I’d try Slavescion (8a) and this would be the place
to get that elusive 8a holiday tick. I’d managed all the moves while I put the
quickdraws in, so knew that I could do it. Luca had spotted that I’d stepped left
after the 4th clip while I put the quickdraws in, which he said wasn’t allowed, to
be honest when doing the route clean it doesn’t really climb that way anyhow!
The climbing shared a start with Gli Antenati (7a+/7b) that I’d managed to on
sight relatively easily. It left this after the 4th clip and had some intense face
climbing for 10 metres before a good rest. You left the good rest and hit the
crux – hard technical compression moves, between a good left hand and poor
right hand, right hand to a side pull crimp – set your right foot on a polished
edge – big move to a good pocket – full stretch and quite dynamic. A clip and a
2 more hard moves, then jugs to finish.
I managed the bottom half with a bit of a fight on my first go, this being the
second day climbing. I messed the top crux up and fell off.
We had a rest day and went down to Lake Como to buy another Thermarest as Kate’s had decided to
go the same way as mine! I had a lot of calls to make as I needed to find some work for when we

arrived back in the UK – Covid19 had cut my previous contract short at the end of April and I’d decided
to have the time off while things settled down. Fortunately, I was able to secure a contract that day
while the kids played in the Lake.
The next day we returned to Nibbio, I put the quickdraws back in Slavescion, and refined the top crux.
Often making little adjustments, to body positions, foot placements and hand movements can make
all the difference on routes that are towards top of your limit grade wise. First go I got to the righthand layaway and hit the pocket with my fingers, I didn’t get far enough in to hold it, so fell off. Next
go I fell relatively low down, not trying hard enough for some of the lower moves. I pulled the rope
immediately and set off again. The lower bit didn’t go as smoothly as before, missing key footholds
and handholds I got to the rest a bit more tired than previous goes. I focused on my breathing and
heart rate on the rest, looked around at the beauty of the surrounding mountains and thought just
one move higher that’s all I need to do. Try hard, hit the pocket, no falling this time – breath and relax
for the final moves.
Neve’s first birthday was held in the restaurant at camping Regina with a profiterole birthday cake!
The same day that France came out of the travel corridor!
The weather for the next couple of days across the
climbing locations on our route looked poor. We
toyed with the idea of stopping in Austria to break up
the journey to Germany, but the weather didn’t look
very good there (fortunately for us we didn’t go to
Austria – as it’s now in quarantine!). We decided to
drive and see how far we got, we got to Frankenjura,
even though we accidentally put in an extra stop which added 100km to our journey before we
realised we had started to go wrong!
We had a return ferry booked for the 31st August as France was now deemed to require quarantine,
we discussed what to do, reviewed travel guidance and came up with a plan. We’d stop close to Dutch
boarder in Germany – at a place called Aachen, book a tunnel as everything we read said this avoided
quarantine – you stay in your car on the tunnel now as the toilets are closed. Drive through Holland,
Belgium and France without stopping thus avoiding the need to quarantine.
The Frankenjura has two thick guidebooks split North and South, Lancashire Rock (brick) in size, over
1200 crags – I like to refer to it as the Peak District on steroids. We had previously visited the South
side of the Frankenjura in 2016 – so had already decided we’d explore the North side this time. Kate
had earmarked a campsite close to Pottenstein, as we drove past it was heaving with tents & people,
we thought we might lose Theo by staying there, we think it might have been due to the German’s
staycation. So, we changed plan and stayed at a campsite a bit further away camping Jurahoe which
was a really nice site.
We got the guidebook and had a rest day. The next day the weather wasn’t amazing, and it had been
the longest drive of the trip so far 8 hours. Each sector at the Frankenjura isn’t massive, usually a
dozen or more routes but lots of buttresses – the guidebook has info about length of crag, time of sun,
situation – forest, meadow, bushes and most importantly how kinder friendly – no star to 3 star being
the best. I went through all the sectors and made a list of areas which where suitable, kid friendly any
star rating, long enough at least 15 metres long, routes at our grade and any stars – which are sparse.
We think most of the routes are probably good, so a starred route is especially good or historic!

The Frankenjura is beautiful, usually you climb in the trees, hammock spots are plentiful, though there
can be lots of mosquito’s too as Emelia discovered. The climbing is different from what we’d been
doing the previous 4 weeks – shorter more intense climbing, it’s a bit like bouldering on a rope
sometimes! The pump is different than what we’d be doing for the past
4 weeks so it took us a couple of days to get into the type of climbing. The
pick of routes where Dala (7b), Götz von B. (7b+), Liebe ohne Chance (7c)
& High Gravity Day (7c+). We had a real struggle on a hot day, Team
Motivation became not Motivating – the whole crag had very tough
routes on it, I later found out Team Motivation was done by the legendary
Wolfgang Gullich.
We had a couple of mishaps in Germany, one being a seal going on my
MSR stove – this meant that fuel leaked out while I was cooking.
Fortunately, we didn’t blow anything up, but it did mean a nice visit to my
favourite German store, Sonderpreis, German B&Q! We also had our only
really windy day in Germany. We left to go climbing wondering whether
the tent would still be in one piece when we arrived back. As we drove
back to the campsite, I spotted the tent was still standing. Rounding the
corner, the tarp was flat on the floor – I should have taken it down before
leaving. On closer inspection the front of the tent had ripped in the same
place as during the Italian storm, fortunately one of the fellow campers
had seen the tent flapping about and repegged it.
Our fluid travel plans, and avoidance of Spain seemed to have worked. We arrived back in the UK,
without needing to quarantine, albeit a little lighter in the pocket as we’d had buy an expensive
Eurotunnel ticket! We’d also came back a day earlier which looking back was the much more sensible
option, than hitting the bank holiday traffic on Monday!

WOW

